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Business Insight

The 10 components of a
heart-centred business
Irish entrepreneur and retail expert, Andrew Thornton, identifies the
10 components to a heart-centred business and how to measure their
effectiveness and their impact on your bottom line.
I REALISED a number of years ago that my
life’s purpose was to help ‘put the heart back
into business’. At that stage in my career, I
owned London-based independent retailer,
Thornton’s Budgens, which we used as a
laboratory to develop the idea, and earlier
this year my partner and I published our
book. All of these were steps in being really
clear about what a heart-centred business
looked like and how to develop one; and all
of this was not some academic theory, it was
based upon our real live experience of doing
this in a supermarket!
We identified that there were 10 components
to a heartful business :
1. Clear purpose: It all starts with the
business having a clear purpose, a
purpose related to being a force for good
in society.
2. Personal purpose: It’s vital that the
leaders (and people as deep into the
organisation as possible) have a clear
view of their personal purpose and that
their purpose is aligned to that of the
organisation.
3. Psychological safety: You need to create
a safe environment to achieve any of this.
4. Authenticity: This will enable people to
be authentically themselves.
5. Culture: With this in place, you can start
to create the culture needed to deliver
your purpose, which everything you do
as an organisation must line up behind.
6. Ways of being: You can then define the
ways of being that will deliver your
purpose. For a company, it’s a collective
process. A set of values is the most
common method used by companies to
describe how they want to operate.
7. Modelling behaviour: The leaders will
need to model these ways of being
through their behaviour, which needs to
be authentic.

8. Habits: You need to anchor the ways of
being with habits.
9. Self-awareness: To create a truly openhearted culture, you need a self-aware
leadership team who can choose how to
act effectively.
10. Win-win: All of the above will allow you
to deliver a win-win, ‘I’m OK, you’re OK’
culture.

of the Heart Culture Model (see Graph
1), which specifically measures these
dimensions and groups them into three
areas - a heart centred business needs
to be a conscious organisation filled with
conscious individuals and with habits to
support it to deliver its purpose.
Let’s look at the definition of conscious
- ‘aware of and responding to one's
surroundings’; step one is to be aware of
how you are and the impact this has on
others. Step two is responding to what is
presented to you, which is very different
to reacting. The former is measured and
considered, the latter without a pause. Alas,
on the global political stage, we see far too
much reaction and not much responding!

Measuring the impact of the changes
While it is great to be aware of these
components, there is an old adage that
‘what gets measured gets done’. This is
arguably truer today than ever. I knew that
when we developed the idea of running
a business heartfully,
that we would need to
be able to measure the
impact of the changes
we put in place. To
do this, we partnered
with an organisation
called Being at Full
Potential and used
their Human Potential
model to measure the
impact of the changes
we made at Thornton’s
Budgens. As compared
to a control store (a
nearby Budgens), we
were using 8% more of
our Human Potential
and our sales were
10% higher – a pretty
direct correlation. This
data was generated
by everyone at the
store (and the control
store) taking an on-line
questionnaire.
We have now
deepened this process
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through the creation
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It is clear to us that the end
game of a heartful business is
H
Culture
ode
the creation of a win-win culture.
Well, I’d actually say it’s a winwin-win-win-win-win culture
– with a win for each of the key
stakeholders in your business:
your team, your customers,
your suppliers, your community,
the environment and your

shareholders. Graph 1 shows
(with dummy data) how these
three areas interact with each
C
other and the specific dimensions

4
that operate within each.
For example, one of the keys
to a conscious organisation is
psychological safety, as is having
a clear organisational purpose;
both are listed above and I
wrote here last month about the
importance of purpose. With the
conscious individual, being clear
Graph 1:
on their own individual purpose is
The Heart
really important (particularly for
Culture Model
people in leadership positions) as
measures the
is being authentic. However, for
effectiveness of the
people to be able to be authentic,
elements of a heartthey need to feel psychologically
centred business and
safe and trust the company
groups them into three areas
culture – so you can start to see
- a heart-centred business needs
how the different dimensions
to be a conscious organisation
interact with each other. The final
filled with conscious individuals
area is habits; these are the things
and with habits to support it to
that an organisation encourages
deliver its purpose.
to deliver the culture it wants. It is
hardly rocket science to realise that if you want an open hearted
About the author
culture with people being authentically themselves, it’s a good
IRISH entrepreneur Andrew Thornton was founder and CEO
idea to encourage active listening and giving appreciation!
of award-winning independent supermarket, Thornton’s
The power of this tool is two-fold. First off, you can use the
Budgens, which was the
data to help make decisions about how to proceed. Were Graph
UK’s first supermarket
1 to be a real organisation, I’d be concerned about the lack of a
with plastic free zones.
clear organisational purpose and values/principles to support
They also implemented
one. I‘d be encouraged by the level of psychological safety, and
Andrew’s heart-centred
suggest that the lower scores for trust and authenticity are
way of doing business,
impacted by the lack of a clear purpose. You get the general
which aimed to put
idea!
people and planet first,
The second use for this data is in terms of on-going
while trusting that
measurement. Say you had agreed to do some work on
profit would still follow.
developing your clear purpose; post that work, you could
In fact, his store sales
measure how your scores have changed, both in that area and
increased by 4% over the
also the impact on other areas.
market and he created an
Used on an ongoing basis, the model also provides an early
extraordinary team spirit.
warning system of problems ahead and in my view, a much
Andrew and his
better measure of the health of an organisation that its P&L
partner Eudora have
account.
co-authored ‘Putting the
We have retro-fitted this model with the data we have for
Heart Back into Business:
Thornton’s Budgens and saw that gradually we increased our
How to place people,
win-win culture score from 69 to 73, roughly one point increase a
planet and purpose at
year. Now while that may not seem a lot, every step forward with
the core of what you
this impacts the bottom line. And now that we’ve figured out the
do’, which is out now,
steps involved, I know we can shift these numbers much quicker
available on Amazon.
as can you, if you focus on these 10 components!
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